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Abstract—The major problem encountered when modeling
complex systems with agent-based modeling and simulation
techniques is the existence of large parameter spaces. A complex
system model cannot be expected to reflect the whole of the real
system, but by specifying the most appropriate parameters, the actual
system can be represented by the model under certain conditions.
When the studies conducted in recent years were reviewed, it has
been observed that there are few studies for parameter tuning
problem in agent based simulations, and these studies have focused
on tuning parameters of a single model. In this study, an approach of
parameter tuning is proposed by using metaheuristic algorithms such
as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO),
Artificial Bee Colonies (ABC), Firefly (FA) algorithms. With this
hybrid structured study, the parameter tuning problems of the models
in the different fields were solved. The new approach offered was
tested in two different models, and its achievements in different
problems were compared. The simulations and the results reveal that
this proposed study is better than the existing parameter tuning
studies.

Keywords—Parameter tuning, agent based modeling and
simulation, metaheuristic algorithms, complex systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

A

GENT based modeling and simulation technique is often
used in modeling complex systems [1]. Modeling of
these systems has necessitated parameter tuning. Parameter
tuning is an optimization problem. Mathematical methods
were initially used in the solution of these problems. In order
for the mathematical method to be used, the problem must be
defined by mathematical functions. This process is almost
impossible in complex systems. The heuristic algorithms,
formed by being inspired from the events in nature, are
frequently used in optimization problems in our day.
Moreover, it has been supported by studies that metaheuristic
algorithms are the most suitable methods that can be used in
the tuning of these parameters of these systems [2]-[4]. The
most successful algorithms, used in the field of optimization,
were used in this study. These algorithms are GA, PSO, ABC,
FA algorithms.
GA is an intuitive search algorithm. It aims to offer
solutions using mutation and crossover methods, by being
inspired from natural selection and genetic issues [5].
The PSO is a swarm-based heuristic optimization algorithm.
It was developed by being inspired from the movements of
swarm, especially from covey. The movements of birds in
covey according to the position of those that are close to the
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feed underlie the basis of the algorithm [6].
The ABC is a swarm-based heuristic optimization
algorithm. The ABC was constituted by being inspired from
the nutritional search behaviors of bees. The nutrition search
and processing behaviors of employed, onlooker, and scout
bees were adapted to the algorithm [7].
FA is also a swarm-based heuristic optimization algorithm.
It was developed by taking fireflies’ brightness-sensitive
social behaviors into consideration. Algorithm treats fireflies
without taking their sex into consideration. In the other words,
all fireflies can go towards each other. More brilliant fireflies
are more attractive. Less bright fireflies go towards those that
are attractive. Since the effect of brightness will decrease as
distance increases, the more the distance from bright fireflies
increases, the less fireflies are impressed by them. If a firefly
becomes unable to find a firefly that is brighter than itself, it
moves randomly [8].
The algorithms used in this study were tested using
different models and numerical test functions. According to
the results obtained, it can be said that the success of each
algorithm depends on the needs of the problem. While GA
performs parameter tuning process more successfully than
others in one model, a different algorithm can produce better
results in a different model. When the studies conducted were
reviewed, it is seen that while working at high speed with
acceptable parameter values is more important for some
models in some studies, the speed has secondary importance
and working with best parameter values is more important for
the model in some studies. This approach differs from other
studies from the point of satisfying both situations.
Afterwards, the algorithms will be explained with their
main lines in the study, and then the algorithms tested using
two different models will be compared. The success and
performance of the algorithm on each model and function will
be compared.
II. METHODS
A. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
GA aims at heuristically to find the best solution or
approximate optimum solution using the genetic code
structure of living beings. It seeks for the global solution in the
complex, multi-dimensional search space, according to the
principle of survival of the best [9]. While GA parameters
refer to the genes in the biology, the collective set of the
parameters forms the chromosomes as well. Each individual of
GAs, that is, each possible solution, is represented as a
chromosome. This candidate set of solutions is also called as a
population. The fitness of the population is maximized or
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minimized within certain rules. Each new generation is
acquired by combining survivors within the sequences created
by random information exchange.
There were two basic genetic processors known as
crossover and mutation in GAs. Two individuals are selected
from the population for crossover process. The points to be
crossed are determined in these individuals, and the elements
of the individuals are mutually displaced from that point.
Thus, two new individuals are obtained. The genes of the
individual are changed by the mutation processor. This change
generally covers 1% to 5% of the population. The mutation
causes variability in the population, and prevents the problem
result from being intervened by local solutions.
The steps of the GA are as follows:
1) An initial population is created in which the possible
solutions are coded. There is no standard for the number
of individuals to be determined in the population, it may
vary according to the type of the problem. The gene
values of each individual can be assigned according to
(1). The number of gene is also the number of parameters
of the problem to be solved.
0,1

(1)

i refers to the index number of the selected solution set, k
refers to the index number of the selected parameter, Pik refers
to the valid parameter number, rand(0,1) refers to the random
number between 0 and 1, minPj refers to the minimum number
that can be assigned to the parameter, maxPj refers to the
maximum number that can be assigned to the parameter.
2) The appropriateness value of each chromosome is
calculated using the fitness function (the function related
to problem, which is created by user, and meanwhile,
critical parameter variables are considered). The success
of the GA is often dependent on the good detection of this
function. The best individual in this step is recorded as a
local solution.
3) It is important to select the individuals with the best
fitness value, as well as the percentage of the selection.
The selection is made using Tournament and Roulette
Wheel method mostly preferred in GA.
a. Tournament Method: In this method, two for each fitness
value that are included in the random sequences, selected
from the population at every turn, are compared, and
assigned to the new sequence. Each individual
participates in the tournament for 2 times.
b. Roulette Wheel Method: The percentage of area covered
by the individuals with the best fitness value in the
roulette wheel is higher, thus increasing the probability of
the random numbers generated to be yielded in the large
area, which increases the probability of selection of the
individuals with the best fitness value.
4) The individuals obtained after the selection process are
randomly matched, and the part replacement process
(crossover) is performed between the chromosomes of
two selected individuals. One-Point Crossover Method or
Two-Point Crossover Method can be used for the
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a.

b.

5)

6)

7)

8)

crossover process.
One-Point Crossover Method: One of the parameter
points is randomly selected. A new individual is created
by taking the parameter values from the first individual up
to that point, and from the second individual after that
point.
Two-Point Crossover Method: In this method, two points
are selected without including the first and last
parameters. The genes between these two points are taken
from the 1st individual, and the rest of the genes are taken
from the 2nd individual, thus a new individual is created.
The migration effect can be used during the selection
phase [10], which allows the algorithm to perform a large
area search by preventing it from focusing on the overall
optimum solution. This feature is extracted from the
individual population where the worst individuals selected
by the inverse roulette method (i.e., the selection
probability of the worst individuals selected is higher),
instead, random individuals are produced externally and
included in the population. This event can be performed
once in each generation. This rate can be increased
depending on the request.
The next step is mutation. Once or more times, the
parameter of individual is modified, depending on the
percentage of mutation of the new individual created.
In step 1, the parameter value range was set, and
parameter values were assigned. It can be checked
whether the determined range has been exceeded.
The number of generations initially determined as a stop
criterion, or any ideal global solution can produce a
solution. The stop criterion is tested. If the criterion is
satisfied, the algorithm is stopped, and the final attained
local solution is regarded as the global solution. If the
criterion is not satisfied, it is proceeded to the next step
and continued to seek for new solutions. If the criterion is
satisfied, it is returned to the step 2, and the processes are
repeated.

B. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
It is an algorithm based on swarm intelligence. It has been
observed that birds that move in swarm can easily reach to
food sources, with their random position changes. PSO is
based on the social information sharing of each individual in
the swarm. The search process is performed until the number
of generation specified as the criterion is reached. Each
individual is called as a particle, the population, consisting of
the community of particles, is called as a swarm [6].
The work steps of PSA are as follows:
1) PSO first constitutes the solution set through the
randomly generated start positions and speeds. The
solution set (particle) consists of N elements. ith particle
is referred to as x = x=[xi1, xi2,..., xiN]. Each element in the
solution set corresponds to either the problem dimension,
or to the problem parameters. Each element of the particle
can be assigned using (1) in the GA.
2) After the values of the elements have been assigned, the
fitness value of each particle is calculated using the fitness
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function which is associated with the model or with the
fitness function that will be adapted to another problem
(this function varies depending on the model, problem,
and expectations of users).
3) It is attempted to reach to the optimum solution by
continuous updating of the speeds and positions of the
particles. The particle positions are updated at each
iteration according to their optimum position (pbest), and
to the best position (gbest) of swarm, and stored in
memory. After finding the pbest and gbest values of
position at each iteration, the speed and position of
particle are updated according to (2) and (3), respectively.
vik = w.vik + c1.rand1k (pbestik – xik ) + c2.rand2k(gbestk – xik) (2)
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lik = lik + vik

(3)

As can be seen, the equations used to update the position
value of particles consist of simple sum and multiplication,
and do not require derivative information. pbestik, is the
coordinate that provides the best solution for ith particle until
that moment. gbestk, is the coordinate value that provides the
best solution found so far. The c1 and c2 values, the learning
factors, are the constants that determine the approach ratio for
the pbest and gbest values, respectively. Rand1 and rand2 in
the equation refer to the randomly assigned numbers between
0 and 1; k refers to the iteration value; i refers to the index
number of the selected solution set, lik refers to the position of
the particle; vik refers to the speed value of particle, newly
constituted; and w refers to the inertia weight [11].
Intertia Weight (w)
Intertia weights are an important PSO parameter. It has
been proven by the studies that intertia weights have greatest
effect on the convergence of the optimum value in the PSO
process. There are many strategies of inertia weight. Linear
decreasing intertia weight strategy yields more approximate
results to the optimal results, compared to another strategy
[12]. Linear decreasing intertia weight equation is defined as
in (4):
wk = wmax - ((iter) / maksIte) * (wmax - wmin);

(4)

C. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm
The ABC, a swarm-based heuristic algorithm, was
developed (written) by being inspired from the nutritional
search behaviors of bees [7]. The nutrition search and
processing behaviors of employed, onlooker, and scout bees
were adapted to the algorithm. The ABC algorithm has been
widely used for solving many optimization problems due to
the fact that it has limited number of control parameters,
simple, and easy-to-develop [13], [14].
There are three types of bee in ABC algorithm as employed,
onlooker, and scout bees in ABC algorithm. Employed bees
are responsible for calculating the amount of nectar of each
food source, and the number of employed bees in the
population is equal to the number of food sources in the area
of nutrition. Onlooker bees are responsible for choosing a food
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source that has a good amount of nectar, and the number of
onlooker bees in the population equals the number of
employed bees. Scout bees are responsible for discovering
new food sources. The employed bees, of which nutrition
sources have been consumed, become scout bees, and the old
food source can be replaced by a new food source found by
scout bees.
The position of the nutrition sources represents the possible
solution of the optimization problem, intended to be solved.
The high nectar content of nutrition source means that the
possible solution of optimization problem is good. Therefore,
the quality of the possible solution is represented by the
amount of nectar, and this value is called as the fitness value in
the ABC algorithm.
ABC's work steps are given below;
1) First, random food sources, that is to say, solution sets are
created. The number of elements in each set varies
depending on the size of the problem. As well as the
values of these elements can be randomly produced, they
can also be optionally assigned using (1), specifying the
minimum maximum limits.
2) After the solution sets have been constituted, the fitness
value of each solution set is calculated using the fitness
function of the model, or that of the problem. This
function may vary depending on the user's expectation of
the model. The obtained fitness value is applied to the
fitness function (5) of the ABC algorithm to calculate the
final fitness value.
if fi

0 

if fi < 0  1 + |

(5)

|

fi is the fitness value of the ith solution set of the optimization
problem or of the model.
3) Equation (6) is applied to each of the produced solution
sets that have been created, thus allowing for new
candidate solutions to be obtained. The fitness value of
the obtained solution set is calculated, and compared with
the fitness value of the old solution set. If there is an
improvement in the fitness value, the solution set is
replaced by the old one. The goal in this step is to
improve the nutrition source, that is, the solution set.
φ

if Rik<MR then

(6)

else
Vik refers to the new solution to be obtained, Xik the old
candidate solution, φ the random number in the range of [1,1], Xkj the selected neighbor solution, Rik, randomly
produced value, MR the ratio that determines how many
elements are needed to be replaced, instead of single element
replacement, in the production of neighbor solution.
Afterwards, onlooker bees attempt to find new good food
sources in a similar way as employed bee. Unlike employed
bees, the possibility of selection of the solution sets of
onlooker bees are determined according to their fitness values.
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Then, the solution sets with the best fitness value are selected
using the roulette wheel method. Then, by applying (7) to the
selected solution sets, a better solution is tried to be created. If
the fitness value is improved, then, the old solution set is
replaced with the new solution set. If no improvement is
observed, then the limit value of that solution set is increased
by one.
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∑

(7)

refers to the probability of selection of the solution set for
onlooker bees,
the fitness value of the selected solution
the sum of the fitness values of all solution sets.
set, ∑
4) If the nutrition source is exhausted in the last step,
employed bees become scout bees, and begin to search for
nutrition source. If nutrition source cannot be improved
along the specified limit value, it is deleted. Instead of
that, a new set of solutions is created randomly, thus,
allowing the algorithm to avoid from the best local
solutions.
D. Firefly Algorithm (FA)
FA [8] is another swarm-based heuristic optimization
algorithm. It was developed by discussing the social behaviors
of fireflies. It is used in many optimization problems because
of its advantages such as having limited number of
parameters, being easy to understand, easy to implement.
The FA is an algorithm, being fictionalised on the
brightness-sensitive behaviors of fireflies. The important
criteria in the algorithm are the ability of all fireflies to
impress each other regardless of sex, their attractiveness, and
brightness. The less bright firefly comes close to the brighter
firefly. The more the distance increases, the more the
influence of brightness decreases. Therefore, a firefly that
cannot find a brighter firefly than itself moves randomly,
which increases the possibility of finding a brighter firefly. N
fireflies, that is, solution sets are used in an optimization
problem. Each solution set contains elements as much as the
problem size. At the beginning, it takes values at the specified
intervals, or random values without specifying any interval.
The fitness value of the obtained solution set is calculated
through the fitness function. The fitness value represents
brightness. The firefly with the best fitness value is the
brightest one.
The work steps of the FA Algorithm are as follows:
1) As the first step, a set of random solutions are created at
the specified intervals (the number of the elements
depends on the size of the problem) for each element of
each solution set. These values can optionally be assigned
using (1).
2) In this step, the light intensity of fireflies, the distance
between fireflies and their light intensities are calculated
using (8)-(10) respectively.
I = 1/r2

(8)
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I refers to the intensity of light, r, the distance between two
fireflies.
rij = |xi – xj|2=

∑

,

,

(9)

rij refers to the distance between i th and jth fireflies, d the
element number, xi,k, k th. element of the solution set of ith
firefly, and xj,k k th. element of the solution set of jth firefly
I r

(10)

I0 refers to the initial light intensity, the distance between two
fireflies, γ refers to light absorption coefficient, r, the distance
between two fireflies.
3) The attractiveness of a firefly depends on the brightness
and distance of other firefly. Therefore, the attractiveness
is calculated with (11):
β=β

(11)

β is the attractiveness value of a firefly. β0 is the attractiveness
value when the distance between two fireflies is 0. β0 can take
values between 0 and 1.
4) The movement of fireflies towards brighter fireflies: each
firefly controls all other fireflies, and they move towards
fireflies that are brighter than themselves, according to
(12):
xi,p = xi,p + β(xj,p – xi,p) + αƐi,p

(12)

xi,p refers to the pth element value of ith firefly, xj,p, pth
element value of jth firefly . α random variable usually takes a
value between [0,1], Ɛi is determined by Gaussian distribution,
but generally represents a random value in the range of [0.5,0.5]
5) If the firefly fails to find a firefly brighter than itself,
move randomly according to (13):
xi,p = xi,p + αƐi,p

(13)

6) The cycle is repeatedly operated from the 2nd step until
the maximum iteration is reached. By comparing the
results obtained, the best solution set is found.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Through this hybrid approach developed using
metaheuristic algorithms, predator-prey which is a factorbased model and the model parameters belonging to eight
queens were set.
The parameter interface of this approach is shown in Fig. 1.
The users can select the algorithm to be used for each model,
and can manually enter the parameters of the algorithm used.
Besides, the parameters of model can be optionally manually
entered. Thus, manually entering the best parameter set
produced by the algorithms allows for retesting the
performance of this parameter set. A distinctive parameter
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tuning process is performed on each algorithm model. Thus,
we can observe which metaheuristic algorithm is more
successful in which problem.

The models that we use to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach that we recommend to solve the problem of
parameter tuning are introduced below.
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A. Used Models
1. Predator-Prey Model
The goal of the model is to determine the reasons, having an
effect on the continuity of predator-prey ecosystem [15].
Wilensky suggests that the huntee–hunter binaries of predatorprey model, included in an ecosystem, are associated with
nourishment (hunting), reproduction and death behaviors. In
this simulation model used to test the developed approach, the
wolf-lamb ecosystem was investigated. The values of the
parameters such as the relation of the predator-prey population
with each other, and the influence of nutrition included in the
ecosystem on the population were set through the approach.
The objective is to ensure the continuity of the population in
ecology, with the most appropriate parameter values. There
are three agents in the predator-prey simulation model: wolf,
sheep and grass, and sheep agents (agent) move randomly in
the simulation environment. But, there is a cost for both wolf
and sheep agents to walk in the simulation environment. Thus,
they lose energy as long as they continue to move in the
environment. The wolf and sheep agents are born having a
certain initial energy. But, they need hunting to sustain their
lives in the environment. If their energy values decreases to 0
level, they will die.
If a wolf meets with a sheep in the same coordinate as itself,
hunts it, and increases its energy according to the specified
parameter value (wolf gain from food). Similarly, if a sheep
agent meets with an edible and live grass agent, eats it, and
increases its energy according to the specified parameter value
(sheep gain from food). Grass agents are found at every
coordinate in the environment. After agents are created, they
grow until the specified value (grass regrow time). After the
grass is eaten by a sheep, its condition is updated to be dead.
The life cycle of grass is provided by a randomly assigned life
cycle (countdown). Grass die at the end of their lifetime, even
if they are not eaten in the life cycle of the model. During the
life cycle of grass, it becomes edible again after growth time
value has been exceeded, and its state value is updated to be
alive . Thus, these parameter values are set with this approach,
and the best parameter set allowing for the population
continuity is reached [16].
a. Eight Queens Model
It is aimed to place eight queens to a chess board of 8x8 in
such a way that they cannot get each other. This model has
eight parameters in total. Each of these parameters has the
position value of a queen on the chessboard. Each queen can
be placed on a chess board in 64 different ways. Through this
approach that we have developed, eight queens in the model
were positioned on the chessboard without overlapping.

Fig. 1 Parameter Interface
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2. Simulation Details
The information about the PC features used for the
experiments, and about the tool and programming language
for which the approach is developed are given in Table I.
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The common parameter values for all algorithms, that have
an important effect on the operation of the model used for all
algorithms and on the parameter tuning, given fixedly, and can
be changed manually by user, are given in Table II. The
duration of the simulation gives the tick count for which
model is operated for each set of solution, and this value can
be increased optionally. The solution set is the population that
is created by each algorithm, based on the problem. The
number of iteration shows how many generations will be
created and simulated. Increasing the number of iteration will
help to obtain the optimum solution.

The constant parameter values of the algorithms, used in the
developed approach, are given in Table III. These values can
be changed optionally, or based on the model, and their effect
on the results can be observed.
TABLE III
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN ALGORITHMS
GA
Predator-Prey
Eight Queens
Selection Method
Tournament
Tournament
Crossover Method
One-Point Crossover
B One-Point Crossover
Parent Percentage
70
70
Percent Mutation
0.5
0.5
PSO
C1
0.5
0,5
C2
1,5
1,5
ABC
MR
100
10
FA
Alpha
0.05
0,05
Gama
2,5
2,5

TABLE I
PC DETAILS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
System
Windows 7 professional 64 bit
RAM
8 GB
CPU
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 2.10 GHz
Algorithm
GA, PSO, ABC, FA
Prog. Language
Repast Symphony 2.3.1-Eclipse-Java
TABLE II
COMMON PARAMETERS USED FOR ALL ALGORITHMS
Parameter Variable
Predator-Prey Model Eight Queens Model
Simulation Time
500 Tik
1 Tik
Number of solution sets
10
20
Maximum Iteration
15
1000

FA
PSO
GA
ABC

3. Results
a. Predator-Prey Model
The data in Table IV are the average of the results obtained
after 10 runs of each algorithm in the predator-prey model
used.

TABLE IV
METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHM RESULTS IN HUNTEE HUNTER OPTIMIZATION
Average fitness Initial best fitness
Best fitness for all
Improvement
Average local
Tick
Time
value
value
simulation process
Difference
fitness value
70089.2 249.20
0.42
0.48
0.08
0.40
0.23
54432.4 190.14
0.57
0.61
0.12
0.39
0.31
25265.4 44.93
0.40
0.32
0.07
0.25
0.14
38768.4 93.75
0.73
0.45
0.10
0.35
0.39

Explanation of Columns in Table IV:
Tick: The average of tick counts in each operation of
simulations
Time: The average of the elapsed times when simulations
are over.
Average Fitness Value: The average of fitness values of
solution sets in each iteration.
Initial Best Fitness Value: The average of the best fitness
value of randomly created solution sets in the first generation
in simulations.
Best Fitness Value: The average of the fitness values of the
best solution sets yielded after simulations.
Improvement Difference: The difference between the “
Initial Best Fitness” and “Best Fitness” values.
Average Local Fitness Value: The average of local values
in each iteration in simulations.
Average General Fitness Value: The average of general
values in each iteration in simulations.
When Table IV is reviewed, it is observed that GA is much
faster than other algorithms. It is based on the structure of the
algorithm. There is the percentage of selection of parents in
GA. This parameter determines how many individuals will be
created in each iteration. This value is identified as 70% for
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Average General
fitness value
0.19
0.23
0.13
0.24

GA, and seven new individuals are created in each iteration.
10 individuals are created for each iteration in other
algorithms. This feature allows GA to operate faster. The
second important reason is that a set of solutions similar to
each other is created more than other algorithms, since the
solution sets, generated in GA, are crossed. The fitness values
are recorded to reduce the calculation burden in this approach,
and the fitness value of the solution sets, the same as each
other, are not recalculated. This feature contributes to the
faster run of GA. Moreover, it was observed that the FA
algorithm runs very slowly compared to other algorithms. The
reason for this is that the FA algorithm uses more processors
than other algorithms; because, FA contains more cycles and
operations than other algorithm. Each firefly has to control the
brightness of all fireflies so that it can produce a new set of
solutions.
When Table IV is reviewed with respect to the optimum
result, it is observed that GA again produces better results than
the other algorithms. But, when considered that FA's best
fitness value is very approximate to the GA’s, and FA's
improvement difference is higher than GA’s, it can be
concluded that FA algorithm is better than GA algorithm in
terms of achieving optimum solution.
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Fig. 2 Population Distribution of Predator-Prey Model in Parameter Tuning Process

Fig. 3 Population Graph obtained from GA’s adjusted parameter values

Fig. 4 Population Graph obtained from PSO’s adjusted parameter values
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Fig. 5 Population Graph obtained from ABC’s adjusted parameter values

Fig. 6 Population Graph obtained from FA’s adjusted parameter values

Fig. 2 shows the graph obtained after the simulations of all
solution sets created while attempting to find the appropriate
parameter value for the predator-prey model. As seen in the
graph, the simulation results of good and bad solution sets are
available.
Figs. 3-6 are the graphs obtained by manually running the
best parameter values, found through GA, PSO, ABC and FA
algorithms, respectively. When the graph obtained from these
four algorithms is analyzed, it is seen that all these algorithms
contain solution sets that provide the continuity of the
simulation.
b. Eight Queens Model
The data in Table V are the average of the results obtained
after 10 runs of each algorithm in the used eight queens
model. According to the data obtained from the eight queens
problem, it is seen that the fitness values of ABC and GA
algorithms are much better than those obtained from PSO and
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FA algorithms. In the model where each algorithm was run for
1000 ticks, unlike other algorithms, the best value was
obtained before reaching to 1000th tick in the ABC algorithm.
10 was assigned to the parameter change percentage value
(MR) of the ABC algorithm in the eight queens problem. This
algorithm, trying to improve ABC solution sets by changing
one each parameter, has yielded quite successful results in this
problem. When we review other algorithms, it is observed that
PSO and FA are not successful at solving this problem,
contrary to huntee-hunter problem, since the structures of
these algorithms are not suitable enough to solve this problem.
If all queens' places are changed at the same time, achieving a
solution is almost impossible in the problem of eight queens.
All parameters’ values (queens’ positions) change in each
iteration in the FA and PSO algorithm. It should be noted that
as this problem is not associated with a mathematical formula,
replacing overlapping queens one by one while not moving
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those that do not overlap is the best method to approach the
solution. Therefore, better results were obtained with ABC
and GA algorithms. The fact that GA keeps good solution sets
and performs crossing through these solution sets, and that
ABC algorithm attempts to reach to the optimal solution
through good solution sets by changing the parameters in the
solution sets one by one, which enabled them to achieve quite
successful results at solving this problem.
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TABLE V
EIGHT-QUEENS OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM AND METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHM
RESULTS
Generation
Best Fitness Value
Tick
Duration
GA
1000
0.0625
20000.0 2577.564
PSO
1000
0.25
20000.0 3199.03
ABC
432
0.0
8610.0
478.464
FA
1000
0.125
20000.0 2935.888

Fig. 7 The most suitable sequence as a result of 1000 iterations-GA

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, a solution was searched for the problem of
metaheuristic algorithms, with regard to tuning the parameters
of complex systems modeled by agent based simulation and
simulation technique. Their success on the model was tested
using different metaheuristic algorithms. The different
algorithms yield better results in different problems, which is
one the important results of this approach developed. Besides,
the other one is to gain time by taking over the burden of the
determination of parameter values from model users, and
giving it to the model itself. It allows for the user to make the
necessary adjustments manually in a way that will satisfy the
user's expectations, in the cases where the most approximate
parameter value or speed comes into forefront. Since each
algorithm can be run independently on the model, we can
observe which algorithm yields better result in which model.
Since the fitness function, which has a vital feature for each
model, differs for each model and according to the model
expectation of user, the fitness functions were not mentioned
in this study. This study aims to offer a solution for the
problem of parameter tuning of the original models created by
users, rather than creating model-specific fitness functions.
In the next steps of this approach, it is aimed to develop a
system that allows for algorithm parameters to adapt
themselves, depending on the model or problem. Thus, the
algorithms used can create better parameter sets specific to
problem. Besides, the system to be developed will be tested on
more models and problems.
As well as the possibility of attaining optimum solution can
be increased by selecting the parameters according to the
manually entered simulation duration and the maximum
iterations, this approach also offer the opportunities such as
attaining acceptable parameters very quickly.
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